The electric properties of conductive high density polyethylene (HOPE) composites filled with carbon black were characterized by using frequency spectrum technique. The results show that with increasing carbon black content, the composites exhibit capacitive and inductive features, respectively. On the basis of the observed experimental phenomena, an equivalent inductance -capacitance -resistance (LCR) parallel serial circuit model is proposed
Introduction
As a member of the functional composite material family, an electrically conductive polymer composite comprised of conductive filler and insulating polymer matrix plays an important role in modern industries due to its advantages lying in light weight, good processability, chemical stability, cost effectiveness and easy regulation of electrical conductivity on a large scale.
In the recent years, conductive composites have been successfully used for electrostatic discharge (ESD) protection, electromagnetic-radio frequency interference (EMIjRFI) shield, selfcontrol heating, etc [1] [2] [3] . On the other hand, investigation of these materials has also attracted increasing attention. However, owing to the fact that most researches were concerned about direct current (DC) characteristics instead of alternating current (AC) ones, thorough discussion on the conductive mechanisms involved becomes difficult. The present paper focuses interests on the electrical properties of conductive composites over a wide frequency range and develops a model capable of describing phenomenologically composites' conductive behaviour in hopes of contributing to a better understanding of the structure-property relation.
Experimental
The conductive composite employed in this work is high density polyethylene (HDPE) filled with carbon black, which was prepared in accordance with the procedure similar to that described in ref. [4] . Generally, in order to characterize the electrical properties of conductors and circuits, the following three independent parameters are necessary: impedance (Z), effective resistance (R) and argument (~) .
And the relation between them can be expressed as: Z= (R 2+X2) 1/2 and~=tan-1 (XjR), where X is the reactance. Thus, the frequency dependence of Z, R and~were measured on disc specimen with a 4192 Hewlett Packard frequency analyzer.
Results and discussion
It is well known that the electric conductivity of conductive polymer composites is dominated by the content, properties and distribution of conductive fillers. With increasing filler fraction, composite resistivity drops down dramatically at a certain critical concentration and then such a trend of change in resistivity subsides gradually, i.e. the fillers in matrix are sufficient to support continuous electrical paths through the composite [5] . Naturally questions may arise as to how these conductive networks operate and whether it is possible to predict the conduction by an equivalent circuit model From Fig.1 , it can be seen that Z, Rand cI> decrease with increasing frequency in the case of lower carbon black content (7 and 10wt.%), and cI> is negative within the whole measured frequency range. 'In fact, the composites behave capacitively and can be represented by resistancecapacitance parallel circuits. This is a rational deduction. Conductive fillers in matrix proved to be dispersed nonuniformly: some contact each other and form the conductive paths, some are isolated, and moreover, the smaller amount of conductive additive content is, the larger the proportion of isolated fillers would be. When the isolated fillers are separated by very thin matrix layer or tiny hollows , and the gaps are so small that they are not absolutely insulated, these isolated fillers play the role of distributed capacitor in parallel with the conducting networks. The lower the filler concentration, the more obvious the phenomenon.
In the case of higher carbon black content (40 and 60w.%), both Z and cI> increase with a rise in frequency (Fig.1) , and cI> is positive within the measured frequency range, i.e. the composites exhibit inductive and behave like resistance-inductance serial circuits. This can be attributed to the structural feature of conducting networks in the composites. Because the conducting networks are three dimensional, effect of distributed inductance and capacitance are bound to exist in the composites. In addition, the amount of those isolated fillers acting as distributed capacitors decrease greatly at high filler concentration. Hence the capacitive effect makes less contribution and the composites appears to be inductive. Actually, the distributed inductive effect can be also found in the composites filled with smaller amount of carbon black, but its influence is negligible due to the less conducting paths. On the other hand, when high frequency (e.g. 10 7 Hz) current passes through, the higher conductivity of the composites incorporated with larger amount of conductive fillers (i.e. 40 and 60wt.%, see Fig.1 (b) ) causes skin-effect due to eddy current and leads to a rise in the effective resistance R.
With respect to the composite containing 20wt. % carbon black, see Fig.1 , its frequency dependence of Z , Rand cI> reflects an equilibrium reached by the competition between capacitiveness and inductiveness. All the three parameters keep almost unchanged within the measured frequency range.
In consideration of the above-discussed results as well as our pilot research [5] , an equivalent parallel serial circuit model comprised of resistor, capacitor and inductor is proposed to describe the conduction behaviour of the composites (Fig.2 ). And this model is to be simplified based on different conductive filler contents or composite conductivity as follows: the distributed inductor can be ignored in the case of lower filler concentration or lower conductivity, and the distributed capacitor in the case of higher filler concentration or higher conductivity. In other words, it is easier to utilize the equations of resistance-capacitance parallel circuit or resistance-inductance serial circuit to fit the measured frequency dependence of Z, Rand cI> of an unknown composite, and obtain the values of Z, Rand cI> -parameters reflecting composite's microstructure nature. As the matter stands, by making appropriate changes in compounding routes, conductive filler geometry, state of aggregation, etc., the composite property can be determined in a specific manner. Cg=distributed capacitance formed by isolated conductive fillers; L=distributed inductance existing in conducting networks; Rp=resistance of polymer.
